bstract: We announce proofs of Macdonald's constant term conjectures for the affine root systems -S(F ) and S(F ) . We also give an algorithm for deciding the conjectures for the remaining root sys 4 4 v 6 7 8
. Introduction and Results. Root systems and reflection groups occupy a central position in Lie f s theory ([Hu1] ), finite groups( [C] ) and other branches of mathematics, and are also an intriguing object o tudy for its own sake ([Hu2] , [B] ). In 1972, Macdonald[Ma1] proved a series of "formal" identities, one e for every affine root system, that for the simplest affine root system S(A ) specialized to Jacobi's tripl 1 -s product formula. These formulas had numerous number-theoretic applications ([Ma1] , [D] ) and also con tituted the "tip of the iceberg" that lead Victor Kac to the theory of representations of Kac-Moody -t algebras ( [Kac] , pp. xiii,xiv). In 1982, Macdonald[Ma2] conjectured a collection of constant term iden ities that constituted "finite forms" generalizations of his celebrated identities. The most general of ) a these conjectures, that was obtained by jointly generalizing an earlier conjecture of his ((qM) below nd a conjecture of Morris[Mo](see also [A] ) for G , has the form ystem; k are nonnegative integers satisfying k = k whenever α = β ; u are certain constant integers associated with affine root system ([Ma1]) and (a;q) is the standard q-notation:
The "certain explicit product" that appears on the right side of (qM-M) can be looked up in [Ma2] ince every affine root system is a direct sum of irreducible ones ([Ma1] , [Kac] , [Hu2] ), it suffices to -j prove the conjecture for the latter. Recently, Gustafson [Gu] completed the proof of Macdonald's con ecture for all the infinite families by proving it for the infinite families
other infinite families were done previously by Zeilberger and Bressoud[Z-B] the truth of Macdonald's conjecture for the affine root systems S(F ) and S(F ) . We also prove tha qM-M) is true in form for the remaining affine root systems S(E ), in other words, we show that 6, 7, 8 o s the left side of (qM-M) can indeed be expressed as a certain finite product, although we are unable t ay whether it is the one conjectured by Macdonald. Furthermore, we give an effective algorithm for e finding this out, and the only obstacle for knowing for sure is our limited computing resources. Since very affine root system is a direct sum of irreducible ones, it follows that our results, combined with y a the previous work on the infinite families, implies that Macdonald's conjecture is true in form for ever ffine root system, and there exists an effective algorithm for settling it in full. s i 2. Sketch Of The Proof. The proof is an enhancement of Zeilberger's method [Z2]. Zeilberger wa nspired, in turn, by earlier work of D.Stanton [Sta] and J.Stembridge [Ste] . For the sake of simplicity let us take k ≡k , and the affine root system to be of the form S(R). The proof for the general case fol-α lows the same ideas but is more involved. For this case, (qM-M) becomes: 1980 Mathematics Subject Classification ( 1985 . Primary 05A30, 33A35, 17B20; Secondary 17B67. oefficient. The first step is to use Stembridge's idea [Ste] and consider the "antisymmetric version" , that can be shown to be equivalent :
(S(A )) and Kadell[Kad S(B ), S(D ), S(BC )). In addition it is known for the exceptional root systems S(G
) ([Ha], [Z1]), n n n 2 2 v 4 4 v 6 7 8 l
c and S(G ) ([Z2]). It thus remains open for S(F ), S(F ) , S(E ), S(E ), and S(E
g Denote the product on the left by F , and the whole left side by H ( so H = C.T.F ). By usin
or every α, expanding, and using the antisymmetry with respect to the natural action of the Weyl group, Zeilberger[Z2] expresses H as a linear combination of H and some "neighboring
, e coefficients", with coefficients that are polynomials in q . Then he computes F (x →qx )/F xpresses it as a rational function P/Q, cross multiplies , and multiplies by the monomial x from the β t a left. He then applies the functional "C.T.", to get homogeneous linear equations, with coefficients tha re polynomials in (q,q ), relating the "neighboring coefficients" with each other and with H . If in l k k uck, he gets enough independent equations to express all these neighboring coefficients as a product of -a rational function in (q ,q) times H . He then substitutes all these expressions into the above men
, and by dividing through by H , he gets an expression for H /H as um of rational functions , and therefore as a rational function in (q ,q). Our enhancement of
Zeilberger's method consists in proving that by a judicious change of basis, and by a systematic choic f monomials x , it is possible to guarantee that Zeilberger's method always works: The system of l β inear equations can be made triangular, and it involves all the necessary "neighboring coefficients". In s particular it follows that H /H is always a rational function, and thus the constant term has alway k + 1 k closed form. Similar considerations apply to the more general case of conjecture (qM-M). The method e was completely implemented for S(F ) and S(F ) , using MAPLE. Full proofs will appear elsewher
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